IRLL Player Evaluation Form
Rubric
Hitting
How well does the player swing?
1
Inconsistant swing with poor mechanics
2
Consistant swing with good mechanics
3
Strong mechanics, consistant timing, level swing
Power How hard does the player hit the ball?
1
Rarely hits the ball past infield
2
Often hit the ball into the outfield
3
Most hits hard liners, grounder and outfield balls
Accuracy How well the player hits the ball?
1
Rarely makes contact
2
Often makes contact struggles with fast pitchers
3
Mostly makes contact rarely strikes out
Form

Throwing
Form How well does player throw?
1
Inconsistent and poor mechanics
2
Fairly consisent and moderate throwing mechanics
3
Very consisent and solid throwing mechanics
Arm Str. How hard does the player throw?
1
Player consitents struggles with throws over 45 ft
2
Player can make solid throw from SS to 1st
3
Player can make solid throw from 3rd to 1st
Accuracy How accurate does the player throw?
1
Player rarely makes accurate throws
2
Player often makes accurate throws
3
Player mostly makes accurate throw from all distances
Form

Pitching
How good are the pitching mechanics?
1
Poor and inconsitent pitch form
2
Good form fairly consistent
3
Very God and consistent pitch form
Speed How fast does the player typically throw?
1
20 mph and under - Slow arcing pitch
2
Over 30 mph - Medium speed
3
Over 40 mph - Top speed
Accuracy How accurate is the player's pitching?
1
Rarely Throws Strikes
2
50/50 balls and strikes
3
Can consistently throws strikes all around strike zone
Form

Fielding
Infield
1
2
3
Outfield
1
2
3
Form
1
2
3

How well does player field ground balls?
Struggles with ground balls
Can consistently field ground balls in small range
Consistenlty fields ball within a wide range
Outfield How well does player field fly balls?
Struggles with pop ups and fly balls
Can catch most ball hit directly at player
Can move in all direction to catch fly balls
How good are the catching mechanics?
Poor stance and glove position
Moderately good body and glove/hand position?
Consistenly good body and glove/hand position?

Catching
How is the players positioning/glove at catcher?
1
Poor glove and body position
2
Good position for catching but not blocking
3
Good position for catching and blocking
Throw How well does player throw from home plate?
1
Cannot make throw from home to 2nd
2
Can make throw on target 1/2 the time
3
Can consistenly make sharp throw to all bases
Mobility How well does player move after balls?
1
Slow to move from catchers position
2
Moderatley quick to move from catchers position
3
Quick to move from catchers position
Form

Player Intangibles
Coachability How coachable is the player?
1
2
3
Aware
1
2
3
Attitude
1
2
3

Player rarely responds to coaching
Player sometime listens/responds to coaching
Player accepts and responds to coaching input
How game aware is the player?
Player rarely aware of game situation
Player often aware of game situation
Player always aware of the game situation
How game aware is the player?
Player rarely shows positive attitude
Player often shows good attitude and hustle
Player always shows good hustle and attitude

* - All player evaluation scores should be made relative to other players at this age level. Not compared to players at other divisions of play.

